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The Routine
RotationalMicrowaveSpectrometer
For the first time, it's now a simple matter to get high-quality
data using this S}-year-oldtechnique.A new spectrometermakesthe centimeterwavelengthregion of the spectrum availabletor routine analyticalwork.
By HowardW. Harrington,John R.Hearn,and RogerF. Rauskolb

Specrnoscopv-the study of how matter interactswith
the electromagneticspectrum-has for over a century
been providing scientistswith solutions to some of the
knottiest problemsof physicsand chemistry.The ultraviolet and visible segmentsof the spectrumwere the first
to be used routinely. Scientistsdidn't thoroughlyunderstand the exact nature of the interaction betweenthe
radiation and the sample,but spectrometerswere easy
to build and operate,and they provided a wealth of data
from which usefulempiricalruleswerededuced.As technology advanced,the infrared and X-ray portions of the
spectrumbeganto be used for spectroscopy,and again
routine use precededa complete understandingof the
interactionbetweenthe radiation and the sample.Abundant, easy-to-acquiredata, combinedwith the ingenuity
of the scientist-detective,yielded useful solutions to
analytical problems. Understandingof the interactions
developedgradually.
Quite a differentstory appliesto rotationalmicrowave
spectroscopy,which uses the centimeter-wavelength
regionof the electromagneticspectrum.Here thereexists
a nearly completeunderstandingof how gas molecules
which have unsymmetricalelectric-chargedistributions
will, at low pressures,absorbmicrowaveenergyat highly
distinctive frequenciesas they increase their rates of
of the frequenciesand inMeasurements
rotation.''2'3,a
tensities of the absorptionsyield detailed information
about molecular structure and serve to identify molecules beyond a shadow of a doubt, even when they're
parts of complex mixtures. This kind of spectroscopy
is thirty yearsold and has reacheda certain maturity as
a researchtechnique.Yet unlike ultraviolet, visible, or
infrared, the absorption spectroscopyof low-pressure

region hasn't
polar gasesin the centimeter-wavelength
become a routine analytical tool. Why not? The chief
reason is that recording microwave absorption spectra
hasn't been a routine matter. Most spectrometershave
been home-made,narrow-band instruments. Building
and operating one successfullyhas typically called for
considerableengineeringskill. Only a small portion of
the available wavelengthrange could be examined at
any one time, and gathering any significantamount of
data required constanttuning of the microwave source

Cover: Rotational microwave spectroscopy,operating in the centimeter-wavelengthregionof the electromagnetic spectrum, gives
exact intormationabout the
structuresof molecules.But
spectrometershaven'tbeen
as easy to use as thosefor
other regions of the spectrum. Hence there's
been a gap, but it's now bridged by the HP
8460AMRR Spectrometer described in fhrs issue.
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Fig. 1. New HP 84604 MRR
Spectrometer is the tirct rctational micrcwave spectrcmeter
that's really easy to opetate.
'Table tops,' which hold all the
microwave circuitry already
mounted and ready for use,
make it easy to change lrequency bands.

and detector. All of this served to defer the interest of
many potential users.
This story is about to change. A new spectrometer,
incorporating the latest microwave and solid-state technology, makes rotational microwave spectra as easily
accessibleas spectra in other wavelength regions of the
electromagneticspectrum. With the HP 84604 MRR*
Spectrometer (Fig. 1), no engineering skill is required
to observe,measure,and reproduce spectra over a wavelength range of 3.75 to 0.75 centimeters. For the first
time, therefore, the unique sensitivity, resolution, and
specificity of rotational microwave spectroscopy are
available for routine use.
But that isn't the whole story. As often happens when
an advancedinstrument is developed,the new spectrometer has begun to change our notions of what microwave
spectroscopyis. An important recent development that
wouldn't have been possiblewithout this sensitive,broadband instrument is the discovery that rotational microwave spectra exist for many large molecules that weren't
previously thought to have such spectra. These 'band
spectra' can only be seen easily with a spectrometer
that's capable of sweeping wide frequency ranges rapidly, something early spectrometers couldn't do. Also
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new and significant are improved methods for measuring absorption intensities. Accurate intensity measurements are essential for quantitative mixture analysis.
Much of the work on band spectra and intensity measurements has been done by HP.
What Makes a RotationalMicrowave
Spectrometer Routine?
Development of a routine spectrometerwasn't a simple matter. The low-pressure gas samples have absorptions ranging from narrower than 0.1 MHz to wider than
100 MHz.* Samples may have only a few absorptions
or hundreds of absorptions in a particular wavelength
range. These can be very weak, absorbing only 10 5 per
cent of the incident microwave radiation, or they can be
as much as 10u times stronger. Absorption lines can be
as close as a few MHz or separatedby tens of thousands
of MHz. The routine spectrometer has to observe and
measure these absorptions quickly, accurately, and reproducibly.
Like any spectrometer, a rotational microwave spectrometer has four basic parts (Fig. 2) : a source of radiation (microwave in this case), a sample cell in which
the radiation interacts with the sample, a detector to
" I n t h e m i c r o w a v er e g i 0 no n e g e n e r a l l yr e f e r st o f r e q u e n c yr a t h e rt h a n w a v e l e n g t h
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EverythingYouAlwaysWantedTo KnowAbout
RotationalMicrowaveSpectroscopy
Rotational microwave spectromelers detect and record the
absorptionspectra of low-pressuregases or vapors at microwavefrequencies.A spectrum recorded by one of these
instrumentsis a graphic plot of the electromagneticenergy
absorbed by the sample as a function of the frequencyof
the energy.The processeswhich lead to the absorptionof
radiationby the sample are governedby quantum-mechanical laws, and as a consequencea given substancewill absorb energyonly at discrelef requencies.A typical spectrum,
therefore, consists of many very narrow peaks called absorptionlines.
In general, microwave energy affects the slow end-overend rotationof the moleculesof the sample.When a molecule absorbs energy its rate of rotation increases.But its
rotationalenergy is quantized-only certain energies are
allowed. Absorptions occur when the frequency r of the
microwave energy and the energy difference aE between
two allowed rotationalenergies satisfy the quantum relationship AE : hv, where h is Planck's constant.
For a molecule to absorb radiation,the radiation must
exert a force on the molecule. With few exceptions,this
force is a torque exerted by the electric-fieldcomponent
of the radiation on a permanent electric dipole moment
fixed in the molecule.A molecule has such a dipole moment if the centroid of all of its negativeelectric charges
doesn't coincide with the centroid of all of its positiveelectric charges. The electric field exerts forces in opposite
directionson oppositeeleclric chargesand therebyapplies
a torque to the molecule.Not all moleculeshave permanent
electric dipole moments,althoughmost do, includingmany
common air pollutants,which are mostly small, light gas
molecules.Sulfur dioxide (SOr),for example, has a microWave spectrum. Carbon dioxide (COz),on the other hand,
doesn't.
.The general features of a rotational spectrum are determined by the moments of inertia of the molecule. The
moment of inertia I about any axis of rotation is a function of the massesmi of the atoms in the moleculeand the
distances ri of the atoms from the axis of rotation, that is,
| = )mirr2. Rotational spectra are extremely sensitive to
changes in a molecule'smomentsof inertia.Substitutefor
one of the atoms an atom of a different isotope of the same
material and the spectrum changes radically.Change the
angle of one bond or the distance of one atom from the
axis and you get a totally differentspectrum.This sensitivity
makes rotational microwave spectroscopy a valuable tool
for determiningexact molecularstructure,that is, the exact
angles ol interatomic bonds and exact interatomic distances. Take for example a simple linear molecule like
carbonyl sulfide (OCS),which looks like
O=C:S
Knowing the massesof the three atoms from other experiments, microwavespectroscopistshave measuredthe frequencies of absorption lines in the rotationalspectrum of
OCS and have determined that the distance between the
O a n d C a t o m s i s 1 . 1 5 5 2 x 1 0 - 8c e n t i m e t e r sa n d t h e d i s tance between the C and S atoms is 1.5653x 10-8 centimeters.

How is this done? Spectroscopistscalculate quaniities
called rotational constants from microwave spectra. For a
linear molecule the rotational constant is B = h/82'?1.The
laws of ouantum mechanics show the allowed rotational
e n e r g i e so f s u c h a m o l e c u l et o b e E : : h B J ( J + 1 ) , w h e r e
J i s a n i n t e g e r( 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) c a l l e d t h e p r i n c i p a lr o t a t i o n a l
quantum number. Because of quantum-mechanicalrestrictions,or selectionrules,the microwaveradiationcan induce
transitionsonly between energies whose values of J ditfer
by one unit. The transition frequencies, the frequencies
w h e r e a b s o r p t i o n so c c u r ,a r e t h e n z ( J + J * 1 ) : 2 8 ( J + 1 ) .
This equation describes the rotationalspectrum of a rigid
linear molecule. lt's a series of equally spaced lines starting at a frequency 28 and occurring at higher frequencies
at intervalsof 28. Thus it's easy to determineB by measuring the frequency difference between lines. One measurement, of course, isn't enough to determinetwo distances.
But two measurements, made on the very different spec160r2Ca2S
and
tra of two different isotopic combinations,
r8Or2CrS,
are quite sufficient and lead to the values given
above for the bond distances.
Normally the situation is more complex than it is for
the rigid linear molecule. Three moments of inertia are
needed to describe the rotation of rigid asymmetric nonlinear molecules.Sometimescomputersare neededto help
interpret the observed spectra. But the mathematicsare
highly developed and it's a straightforwardtask, following
along the lines of our linear example.For many molecules,
extensivetabulated data are available.
Also complicatingthe situation is the fact that no molecule is truly a rigid rotor. To a spectroscopist,however,
deviations from the rigid-rotor spectrum are often the most
importantaspects of a spectrum, since they provide additional fundamentalinformationabout molecular properties.
An untapped application area with great potential is
analysisof complex mixturesby rotationalmicrowavespectroscopy.The high-resolutionabsorptionlines are extremely
narrow.They occur at absolutelyconstantfrequenciesand
lines for differentmoleculesalmost neveroverlap.Thus this
kind of spectroscopyis highly specific.A molecule'sspectrum is a distinctivefingerprint which identifies it beyond
a shadow of a doubt, even when it's part of a complex
mixture.With an easy-to-useinstrumentlike the HP 8460A,
quantitative as well as qualitative mixture analysis is
straightforward.

For more intormation about lheory and applications than it's been
possible to give in this necessarily briet and elementary discussion, we
suggest the following:
'lntroduction to Molecular Spectroscopy,' McGraw1. G. M. Barrow,
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1962. This is suitabl6 lor general reading. The
other four books are more advanced.
'Microwave Spectroscopy of Gases,'
2. T. M. Sugden and C. N. Kenney,
D. Van Nostrand Co., 1965.
'Microwave Spectroscopy,'
3. A. L. Schawlow and C. H. Townes,
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc., 1955.
4. J. E. Wollrab, 'Rotatlonal Spectra and Molecular Structure,' Academic Press, Inc., 1967.
'Microwave Molecular Spectra,' Inter5. W. Gordy and R. L. cook,
science, 1970.

Fig. 2. Like all spectrometerc, the HP 8460A has four
basic palts.' a source of radiation, a sample cell where
the radiation interccts with the sample, a detector to
monitot the powet absorbed by the sample and a recorder to plot absorbed power vercus trequency.
monitor

the power

absorbed in the sample cell, and a

recorder to plot the absorbedpower as a function of
frequency.In a microwavespectrometerthe samplecell,
or absorption cell, must function well as a microwave
transmissionline in addition to holding the low-pressure
sample (sample-cellpressuresare typically 10-5to 10-4
atmospheres).
Designof suchan instrumentis primarily a microwave
measurementproblem. This is HP's business,of course,
or a large part of it. Yet it's safe to say it challenged
HP's microwave technology to build this instrument.
Here are the high points of how it was done.
The Microwave Source
The source of microwave radiation must have considerableversatility to cope with the wide variety of
absorptions expected. Formerly, klystron tubes were
the most commonly used sources.Thesetubes generate
sufficiently monochromatic microwave radiation, but
have to be tuned manually to cover a wide frequency
range. Also, it isn't a simple matter to measuretheir
frequenciesprecisely;yet preciseknowledgeof the frequencyof the sourceis necessaryfor accuratemeasurements of absorptionfrequencies.
The source in the new spectrometeris a backwardwave oscillator (BWO), which is electronicallytuned.
For stability, the BWO is continuouslyphase-lockedto
a hannonic of a stable 400-420 MHz reference oscillator; this ensuresan output sufficientlycloseto monochromatic.The stability of the referenceoscillatorcomes
from a 10 MHz crystal. Referencefrequenciesof 400
to 420 MHz are synthesizeddigitally from the crystal
frequency,and thereforehave the s:unepercentagestability and frequencyaccuracyas the crystal.
Because its outputs are synthesized,the reference
oscillator'soutput frequencycan't be tunedcontinuously.
Instead, it's programmedin l-Hz steps. To cover the
spectrometer'sfrequency range of 8.0 to 40.0 GHz,
reference-oscillatorharmonic numbersof 20 to 100 are

used,and this meansthat the BWO frequencyis varied
in stepsof 20 to 100 Hz. These steps are small compared to the narrowest absorptionlines expected,and
the steppingrate is fast enoughso the efiect approaches
a continuoussweep.
Four BWO's are neededto cover the entire 8.0 to
40.0 GHz range. BWO's are changedby exchanging
plug-in modulesin the sourcepower supply mainframe.
Each BWO correspondsto a standardmicrowaveband
(X, P, K, andR).
The user will find the spectrometersource easy to
operate.All of the control settingsare of the fingertip
type and are located on the front panel of the microwave sourcesweepcontrol unit (Fig. 3). The operator
can selectarbitrary frequencylimits in 0.001 MHz steps
merely by dialing them on thumbwheelswitches.These
limits, Fl andF2, can encloseany part or all of apab
ticular microwave band. The user can also select one
of 13 different scan rates between 10 MHz per second
and 0.001 MHz per second,and he can rest assured
that the sweeprates will be linear becausethe source
is digitally controlled. He can also read the frequency
continuouslywith 0.001 MlIz resolutionfrom the digital display on the control unit.

Fig. 3. fhe HP 8460A has a specially designed source,
sample cell, and detector, which don't require any engineering skill to operate. This is the source control unit,
used lot setting sweep limits and sweep rates. The
display reads the instantaneous microwave lrequency.

There's additional flexibility in the choice of operating modes.In the CW mode the output frequencywill
be Fl and will be stablewithin lessthan 5 parts in 10n
per day. In the UP mode the sourcewill sweepfrom
F1 to F2 linearly at the specifiedsweeprate and stop
atF2.ln the U/D mode the sourcewill sweepfrom F1
to F2 and back to Fl and stop. Again, this will be at
the specifiedsweeprate. The auto mode will produce
a back-and-forthsweepbetweenF1 and F2.
The operator can changethe sweeprate at any time
during a scan without afiecting the frequency. In the
eventthat someinterestingspectralfeatureis discovered

during a sweep,the sweepcan be interruptedby changing a front-panel toggle switch to STOP. The region
above and below the frequency where the sweepwas
intemrpted can then be investigatedby pressinga frequency rocker switch. The operator can then return
the toggle switch to its original position and the sweep
will continue.For convenience,frequencymarkers with
selectablespacingwill be printed on the record chart.
Quite a bit of advancedmicrowave technologyhad
to be applied to make this speciallydesignedsourcethis
easyto operate.Yet there are no unnecessaryfrills. All
thesefeaturesare necessaryif it's to be a routine matter
to obtain accurateand reproduciblespectraldata.
A feature of the sourcethat isn't absolutelynecessnry
but is often convenientis compatibility with computers
or other remote control units. The source can be remotely controlledby way of a rear-panelconnector,
The AbsorptionCell and Stark Modulator
While the 84604 user will be required to set the
various sweep conditions himself, he will find that he
all but ignoies the absorptioncell. The samecell is used
for all four microwavebands.No tuning or other adjustmentsare requiredwhileoperatingin any of thesebands.
Nevertheless,the cell is a critical spectrometercomponent and required considerabledesigneffort to assure
its performancein the dual role of samplechamberand
microwave transmissionpath. As a sample holder, it
must be air tight becausethe sample pressureis generally between10 and 100 millitorr (7.6 x 10umillitorr
is atmosphericpressure).There alsomust be minimum
interaction betweenthe surface of the absorption cell
and the sample. To that end, the entire inside of the
84604 absorptioncell is gold plated. The cell must also
be a high-performancemicrowavetransmissiondevice;
this is essentialfor uniform sensitivityover the 8.0 to
4O.OG}lz frequencyrange.Microwavescan be temperamental. Unless great care is taken in the design and
manufactureof the transmissionpath there will be reflections and significantlosseswhich will degradethe
performanceof the spectrometer.
Complicating the microwave design problem is the
spectrometer'suse of the Stark modulation technique
invented by Wilson at Harvard in 1947.5'8This technique greatly improves spectrometersensitivity. The
Stark effect, that is, the dependenceof molecular energies on an electric field, is used to modulate the molecular microwaveabsorptionprocess.An electric field,
sometimesas high as 4,000 volts per centimeter, is
applied acrossthe sampleand switchedon and off (at

a 33.333 ktlz rate in the 84604). When the field is
applied, rotational quantum levels are shifted and split.
What is observedis that a singleabsorptionline with no
field applied is shifted in frequencyin the presenceof
the field, or more often, is split into separatelines called
Stark components.Wheneverthe spectrometeris being
swept through an absorption, whether zero-field or a
Stark component,the microwavepower will be modulated at the Stark modulation rate becausethe absorption frequency is being shifted by the presenceand
absenceof the applied electric field. The spectrometer
detectionsystemis tuned exactlyto this modulationfrequency.In the 8460A a synchronousdetectionsystem
is used.A referencesignalfrom the modulator is applied
to the synchronousdetector,which seesonly signalsat
the 33.333kHz rate and rejectsspuriousnoise.

New HP Division for Phvsics
and PhysicalChemistry
The Hewlett-PackardScientificInstrumentsGroup is a new
organizationformed by the combinationof two major projects from Hewlelt-Packard Laboratories and the former
scientific instrumentsgroup of the Microwave Division. lts
function is to design, manulactureand market measuring
instrumentsin the fields of physicsand physicalchemistry.
It operatesin conjunctionwith the AvondaleDivision,which
produces a range of routine analytical and research instruments.
The 84604 MRR Spectrometerwas the new group's first
product. lt has been followed by the 8330A/8334A Radiant
Flux Meter and Detector, the 5930A Mass Spectrometer and
the 59504 ESCA X-Ray Photo-ElectronSpectrometer.Watch
these pages for more arlicles from this new HP division.

All of this adds another dimensionto the Stark cell
microwavetransmissionpath designproblem. First, the
Stark electrode,or septum,is inside the Stark cell and
runs the entire length of the cell. The septum must be
insulated from the cell body. Furthermore, the high
alternating Stark fields can produce mechanicaldistortions in the cell body if the walls are not reinforced,
and such distortions are a sourceof synchronousnoise.
Theseproblemshavebeenminimizedin the 84604, and
the Stark cell is a smooth transmissionpath over the
8.0 to 40.0 GHz range.
In the 84604 there are two Stark cells, each three
feet in length. Thus the total length is six feet. Since
spectrometersensitivity increaseswith increasing absorption-pathlength, the Stark cells were made as long
as possiblewithin the limitations of the machiningprocessesnecessaryto guaranteethat the cells have good

transmissioncharacteristics.
Soimportant arethesetransmissioncharacteristicsthat the 84604 has better broadband sensitivity than some spectrometerswith Stark
cells 15 feet or more in length.
The Stark cells are constructed with care to keep
reflectionsto a minimum. The cells are basically threefoot pieces of 8 GHz waveguide,but they have walls
severaltimesthicker than regular waveguideso mechanical motionsthat might causeerrors are minimized.The
insidesare broachedto give preciseinternal dimensions
and to creategroovesto hold the septum.The septum
is insertedin the grooveswith a small piece of teflon
tape around the edgesfor high-voltageinsulation.Mica
windows at the ends of each Stark cell act as vacuum
seals,but allow microwavepower to passthrough. Two
windows spacedapproximatelyone-quarterwavelength
apart are used at each end of each cell; this minimizes
reflections.Transition piecesadapt the sameStark cells
for use in difierent frequencybands. The total volume
of the two Stark cells is approximately500 cc.
The modulator itself plays an important role in insuring uniform sensitivity. Some absorptionsare very
sensitiveto the applied field, shifting over wide frequencyrangesfor relatively small appliedfields.In these
cases,the off portion of the applied Stark field must be
very closeto zero or thesefirst-orderlineswill be greafly
distorted or missing altogether. The sensitivity of the
system will be significantly degraded no matter how
good the sourceor the Stark cell or the detector may
be. The 84604 solid-stateStark modulator unit has a
specialcircuit which insures adequatezero-basingover
the completerange of modulating voltages.
The MicrowaveDetector
Like the absorptioncell, the 8460A detectorrequires
little or no operator attention. The detector requires
no tuning at all. It's a rugged, selected,high-efficiency
point-contactsilicon crystal diode mounted in a broadband ridged-waveguideconfiguration.In the past, spectrometer detectors required manual tuning every few
MfIz and, in spite of this tuning, their performancewas
highly frequencydependent.Such tuning and frequency
are not characteristicof the 8460A detector.
dependence
For maximum sensitivity the microwave crystal
detector output is synchronouslydetectedto eliminate
randomnoise.Whenabsorptionoccurs,thereis a33.333
kHz component in the rectified crystal output due to
the Stark modulation. The crystal output is fed into a
tuned preamplifier,which is followed by a crystal filter
that narrowsthe noisebandwidth.After the filter comes
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absorption line only 80 kHz wide at a
of about 36,489 MHz. That's a resolupatts per million-orders of magnitude
than intrared spectroscopy.

linesonly
Fig. 5. HP 84604can resolvetwo absorption
trequencies.
90 kHzapartat microwave
the synchronousdetector,synchronizedwith the 33.333
kHz Stark modulation. This detector rejects spurious
noise that isn't synchronouswith the modulation rate.
The Total Spectrometer
Model 84604 MRR Spectrometerrequires only a
low level-a few milliwatts-of microwave radiation,
which doesn'tdegradethe sampleor pose a health hazard to the operator.Very small samples-a few micrograms-are needed.If a liquid, the sampleis injected
into the spectrometerwith a microliter syringe.ff a gas,
it's introduced through a half-inch quick-connectinput
port. The Stark cell is purged with a single small mechanical pump and an ion pump, both of which are
standardparts of the instrument.
A unique, removabletable-top design makes it easy
to changewaveguidesystemswhen going from one of
the four frequencybandsto another.The table-topscontain all the microwavecircuitry-except the Stark cell,
which isn't changed*-already mounted and ready for
use. Three of the waveguidesystems-those for frequenciesabove 12.4 GHz-come in two versions,one
a standard 'in-line' system for measuring absorption
frequenciesand unsaturatedintensities,and the other a
'The low-pressure
table-tops.
samplecanevenstayin the Starkcell whenchanging

microwave bridge systemwith more intensity-measurement capability. For the 8-to-12.4-GHz band, only the
standardin-line type of systemis available.The bridgetype waveguidesystemmakesit possiblefor the user to
vary the power in the Stark cell and keep the crystal
detector current constantat the same time. This is required for absoluteintensitymeasurements
and intensitylaw measurements.
Whatthe RoutineSpectrometerCan Do
Centimeter-wavelengthmeasurementsmade easily
availableby the HP 84604 MRR Spectrometerfall into
three categories.High-resolution spectroscopyincludes
all the more traditional applications.Exact molecular
structure determination (bond angles and bond distances), studies of intramolecular forces (vibrationrotation interaction, nuclear quadrupole interactions),
and dipole-momentdeterminationfrom the Stark effect
are all in the high-resolutioncategory.Qualitative mixture analysis also belongs in this category. Fast-scan
spectroscopyis the study of band spectra.This recent
developmentis used for characterizingmoleculeslarger
than those generally consideredsuitable for study by
microwave spectroscopy.The third category, intensity
measurements,
includesall applicationsthat call for the
precisemeasurementof the microwaveabsorptionrate.
Uses range from spectral assignmentand line-shape
studiesto quantitativeanalysisof complex mixtures.
High-ResolutionSpectroscopy
High-resolution rotational microwave spectroscopy
has produced a wealth of very detailed, accurateinformation which has helped to clarify many puzzling situations.l'2'3'4 Its contributions include exact molecular
structural determination,accuratedipole-momentmeasurements,analysisof internal rotation barriers, specification of various molecular conformationalpreferences,
and structureanalysisof new molecules.Sincethis technique looks at the moleculebetweencollisions,isomeric
forms which interchangeon collision can be caught and
studied in stop action. The data generatedin this field
has been drawn on by theorists to test their models of
chemicalbonding.It is safeto predict that as more and
more rotational absorption data become available,the
impact on chemistrywill be enormous.
How high is high resolution?Fig. 4 showsan absorption line that's only 0.08 MHz wide at a center frequency of about 36,489 MHz. The energyin this particular transition can be measuredto better than 10-6
wavenumbers.Comparethis with infrared spectroscopy,

'i

Fig. 6. Mixture analysis-qualitative and quantitative-is
an impottant application ot high-resolution rotational
microwave spectroscopy. For example, given the individual spectral tingerprints of these lour compounds it's
easy to sryt them in the mixture.

for example, which typically gives measurementsto
within one wave number or so. How far apart must two
peaks be before they are distinguishable?Fig. 5 shows
a trace of two peaks separatedby about 0.090 MHz.
Thesetraceswere recorded on a standard 84604 with
no manual tuning of the source,cell, or detector.
QualitativeMixtureAnalysis
Here is a largely untappedapplicationarea with significant potential. Once a molecule has been fingerprinted by rotational microwave spectroscopy,it can
always be recognizedno matter what kind of mixture
it's in. The peak frequenciesof the narrow absorption
lines do not depend on the mixture composition,that
is, these frequencieshave no solvent effects. The full
impact of this statementis easyto underestimate.fmagine being able to dial in the fingerprint-frequencyof
a molecule to a few parts in 107 and being certain to
find an absorptionif the moleculeis present.ff one requiresevenmore evidence,he can dial in anotherknown
frequency to double check; molecules generally have
several absorptionsin a given microwave band. With
the 84604, it's as easyto dial in a frequencythousands
of megahertzaway as it is to check an absorptionline
which is only a few MHz away.
Other advantagesof this techniqueare the low level
of microwave radiation (milliwatts) which prevents
degradationof the sample, the very low sample pressures which minimize chemical interactions between
mixture components,and the fact that rare and valuable samplescan easily be recovered.
Fig. 6 shows the absorption spectraof four organic
molecules-formaldehyde, acrolein, propionaldehyde,
and methanol-and the spectrumof a mixture of these
substances.These traces cover only a small portion27,000 to 29,000 MHz-of
the microwave R-band
region. Yet it's easyto seewhat's in the mixture.
Supposea mixture contains various istopically substituted combinationsof the samemolecule.For example, there might be DHrC-CH-CH,, H,C-CD-CH,,
H'C-CH:CHD, and so on. Each of thesecan be indi
vidually identified in a mixture. They are distinguishable becausetheir momentsof inertia are different,even
though they have the same chemicalformula, CrHrD.
Isomericforms of a moleculeare also easilydistinguishable for the samereason,eventhough they're impossible
to separatechemically.
Fast-ScanSpectroscopy
This new techniquegreatlyexpandsthe scopeof rotational microwave spectroscopy.If the 8460A is swept

in its fastest scan rate, 10 MHz per second,and the
spectraare compressedinto about three feet of recorder
chart paper, then a surprisingnumber of organic moleculesshow spectralike thoseshownin Fig. 7. Theseare
band spectra for three bromoethylbenzenemolecules
which have the same empirical chemical formula,
CeHrBr. Band spectra have been observedin the past
but only for a few molecules.Now it turns out that they
exist for many typesof molecules,includingfairly asymmetric types.
Quick inspection of these traces reveals an orderly
seriesof strong bands which are broader-sO to 100
times broadsl-1han the usual high-resolutionabsorption lines. One quickly noticesthat theseband patterns
are simple in appearance,and there is obviously a significant pattern changeas the bromine atom is relocated
in the ethylbenzenemolecule. One also quickly notices
that the bands appear in doublet pairs, each member
having the same shape and intensity, at least qualitatively. This is especiallyclear in the l-bromoethylbenzene and p-bromoethylbenzene
spectra.

Fig. 7. If,ese are band specta, recorded by scanning a
broad lrequency range quickly. The absorption bands
here are 100 times wider than high-rcsolution absorption lines like those of Fig. 6. Such spectra have been
found to exist tor many more molecules than were previously thought to have them.

The intensityand simplicityof the appearanceof band
spectra is initially surprising to the spectroscopist.A
generalrule of thumb is that the more atomsa molecule
has,the greaterthe number of individually weakerlines.
But insteadwe find that a large number of large molegulss-ws have nearly 100 examplesso far-give significantly stronger, simpler-appearingspectra than this
specrule of thumb predicts.Thesebromoethylbenzene
tra are good examples.
Interpretation of band spectraisn't dfficult. Each of
the three shown in Fig. 7 consistsof two regular series
of bands separatedin frequencyby av:B*(J+l)
where Av is the frequencydifferencebetweenany two
consecutiveband members,J is the angular momentum
quantumnumber, and B* is an averagerotational constant which containsthe molecular structural information. In the caseof the l-bromoethylbenzene,there are
two B*'s, one for each of the two bromine isotopes,
81Brand ?eBr.These two isotopesare nearly equal in
natural abundanceand account for the doublet band
structure. This slight molecular mass di-fferencealters
tlie moment of inertia enough to cause the large frequency differencebetween members of each doublet.
Relocating the bromine atom in the molecule has an
even more noticeableeffecton the spectrum.The number of bands changessignificantly.Hence even though
thesebands are broad, the isotope effect and isomeric
forms are still easilyvisible.
How useful are these spectra?Glance at Fig. 8, the
band spectrum of crotonic acid, a solid material yet
with sufficientvapor pressureto observethe rotational
spectrumat room temperature.Two sets of bands are
observedand two B*'s can quickly be evaluatedfrom
the spectrum.Drawing upon the structural data (bond
anglesand distances)of past high-resolutionmicrowave
research,one can calculate the Cartesian coordinates
for the atoms of crotonic acid, then calculate the B*

Fig. 8. The two conlotmations ol crotonic acid shown
here are impossible to sepatate chemically, but the band
spectrum clearly shows two series of bands, one lor each
contormation. Ihis is why rctational microwave specttoscopy is valuable tot detetmining molecular structute,
its principal use to date.

associatedwith that particular geometry and compare
this with the measuredB*'s. In this way, we can conclude that the two band series of crotonic acid arise
from the s-transand s-cisisomericforms. This is a simple way to characterizethese two inseparableconformations.
The fast-scanmode can also be a real time saverfor
This is elegantlyillusthe high-resolutionspectroscopist.
trated in the spectrumof N-methylaniline,Fig. 9. The
fast-scanspectrum shows a series of bands with considerablefine structure, but if an 80-MHz part of the
center of the band at 38.000 MHz is examinedunder
high-resolutionconditions,there is no recognizablepattern. Twenty minutes of time investedin scanningthe
spectrumin the fast-scanmode makes senseout of an
apparentlymeaninglessspectrum.
QuantitativeAnalysis
Microwave absorption intensity-coefficientmeasurementscontainvaluablemolecularinformation.However,
the intensitiesof the absorptionlines have historically
been difficult to measureaccurately.TNo other consideration has affected the design of the HP 8460A as
requirement.
much as an intensity-measurement
While work is still in progresson the intensitiesof
band spectra,HP has investigatedin depth the intensity
of high-resolution absorptions with the objective of
quantitatively analyzing mixtures like that of Fig. 6.
This is a three-fold problem. One, relating the observed
spectrometersignal to an intensity coefficient.Two, interpretingthe intensitycoefficientin terms of the partial
pressureof the moleculesabsorbingthe radiation.Three,
determiningthe percentageof each constituentfrom a
total samplepressuremeasurement.
HP has done considerableinvestigationon the first
two stagesof this problem. There are accuratepressure
gaugesavailablecommerciallywhich operatein the millitorr region and which satisfy the third requirement.
A simple measurementof the spectrometeroutput
correspondingto z peak in the spectrumdoesn'tnecessarily yield the information that's needed,which is the
partial pressureof a particular componentin the mixture. The areaunder a peak under low-powerconditions
ls a measureof the partial pressurewhich is independent of the mixture composition,but this area is difficult to measure except for strong absorption lines,
the reasonbeing that with low incident power one approachesthe noise level where accuracyis a problem.
Severalyears ago HP investigatedthe possibility of
intensitymeasurements
at a singlemicrowavefrequency,
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is measured by the operator using standard microwave
power measurement techniques and an intensity measurement is easily corrected for it. Thus accurate information from intensities is readily available.
There are many applications of intensity measurements. Mixture analysis is only one. Intensities can be
an aid to spectral assignment. Another use is exemplified by the spectrum of conformations such as axial and
equatorial cyclohexyl fluoride. From a measurement of
the relative intensities of lines from each of these species
one can calculate the energy difierence between the two
conformations.loAnother application is line-width studies
from which intermolecular effects can be determined.
Fig. 9. The band specttum (top) often makes sense
when the high-resolution spectum doesn't. Both can be
recorded with a sensitive,broadband spectrometer like
the HP 8460A.
the peak frequency,

which would be proportional

partial pressure of the absorbing

to the

species and independ-

ent of the sample composition. The results of this research have been published elsewhere.s'eAn intensity
coefficient was found which had the required quantitawhere
tive properties. It's defined as I:APg/LPg1/2,
APg is the power absorbed by the sample, L is the length
of the sample cell, and Pe is the incident power. It was
discovered that r varied with the incident microwave
power Ps as shown in Fig. 10. The maximum in this
curve is directly proportional to the partial pressure of
the absorbing molecular species. What's more, r-,* is
constant for a given concentration of the absorbing species, independent of the remaining mixture components.
The observed spectrometer output signal is directly
proportional to I provided the crystal detector current
is kept constant while Pe, the incident power to the
sample cell, is varied. The crystal current can be kept
constant using an optional microwave bridge arrangement on the 84604. This capability is possible between
12.4 and,40.0 GHz.
This investigation was carried a step further. It was
found that a plot of log I versus log Po (and when using
the microwave bridge, log S versus log Ps, where S is
the observed spectrometer output signal) gives a curve
shape that depends only on the microwave power density distribution in the sample. The incident power level,
the mode of microwave propagation, reflections, and
the absorption-cell insertion loss all affect this power
distribution. The 84604 Stark cell has been designed
to minimize moding and reflections over its operating
microwave range. However, there can be variations in
the cell insertion loss with frequency. This insertion loss
11

Fig. 10. lntensity coefticient l^",, readily measured with
an HP 8460A MRR Spectrometer bridge option, is a
measure ol the partial pressure ol a mixture component
independent ot mixture composition. lt's usetul tor
q uantitative mixturc analysis.
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An EasyWayto AnalyzeGraphs
By DeanC. Millett and lvar W. Larson

Dere rnorvr srRlp cHARrs, X-Y plots, oscilloscope
photos and even contour maps can be convertedinto
digital form and fed to the Model 9100 desktopcalculators for analysis.The Hewlett-PackardModel 91'07A
DigStizer,Fig. 1, a new calculator peripheral,has three
main components:a hand-heldcursor, the digitizing
surface, and the electronicspackage.The free-moving
cursor contains a transmitting coil and is used to trace
the graphic material. Graphs or charts are mounted on
a platen, or digitizing surface,which containsa precise
grid of conductive strips. An audio-frequencyac field
produced by the cursor coil induces voltages in the
matrix. Circuitry in the electronics package converts
the signalsfrom analogto digital. These digital signals
are the X and Y coordinatesof the cursor position on
the platen.
Resolutionof the Digitizer is 0.01 inch (0,25 mm).
Tracing speedcan be up to 150 inchesper second.When
set in the continuous sample mode, the Digitizer can
feed up to 100 pairs of points per secondto the calculator. However, this rate may be limited if a printer or
plotter is used.Either a keyboardcommandor program
control of the calculator initiates transfer of coordinate
data to the X and Y registersof the calculator.
Four operatingcontrol buttons are on the cursor. An
(O) button enablesthe operator to set the origin anywhere on the digitizing surface,for four-quadrant digitizing. Single points may be sampled by pressingthe
singlesample(S) button.Continuoussamplemode (C)
is used when tracing lines or curves for analysis.The
fourth button on the cursor (H) setsthe hold.
Any flat non-magneticmaterial less than 0.025 inch
(0,63 mm) thick may be used as graphic media for
digitizing without loss of accuracy.The cursor may be

lifted 0.04 inch (1 mm) abovethe platen before data
lockout. If this happens,a small 'beep' notifiesthe user
that lockout has occurred.
The 'beep' is also programmableand may be used
to give the operator an audible indication that a predeterminedcondition has been met. For example,the
operator may not rememberthe starting point when he
is tracing around an irregular shape to determinethe
area. The digitizing system may be programmed to
'beep' when the operator reaches the starting point.
The HOLD button can be used to translatethe origin. When HOLD is pressed,and the cursor is moved
to a new point, and HOLD is pressedagain, the new
point assumesthe coordinate values of the last point
digitized. Using this technique,charts larger than the
l7 x 1.7inch area of the digitizing areacan be analyzed.
Applications of the Digitizer
Strip Chart Recordings
Strip chart recordershave been used for many years
to provide permanentrecords for various phenomena.
The reduction of this data into useful form has presentedthe recorder user with a tedious and time consuming task, particularly if the recording is not linear
in either axis. The digitizer may be used to transform
the recordingin almost any manner,limited only by the
imagination of the user.
For example,an accelerometerresponsecurve might
be digitized and replottedto a different scaleas the first
step in the data reduction.The digitizer is then used to
retrace the curve. Plotting the first and secondintegrals
will yield the velocity and displacementdiagrams respectively.

Typical Applications
Statistical Analysis ot Dala
Gurvef itting- regressionanalysis
Analysisof strip-chartrecordings
Histogramanalysis- probabilitydensityf unctions
Mathematicalmodels of families of curves
Analysis of lrregular Shapes
Calculateareaswithin or under irregularshapes
Calculatecentroid
Calculatemomentsof inertia
Determine distance between points over irregular path and
lengthsof curved and irregularlines
Analysis of lrregular Wavelorm3
Harmonicanalysis-determine Fouriercoefficients
Find area under curves
Transient analysisf rom oscilloscope photos or plots
Teaching Mathematical and Statistical Concepts
lllustrate integrationand differentiationby plotting on calculator plotter as curve is traced

Fig. 1. ln using the Model 91074 Digitizer, the graphic
data to be analyzed is placed on the platen. The cursor
is placed ovet the chart and the curves traced as shown.
Coordinate pairs under lre cross hairs are automatically
entered into the X and Y reglsters ot the Model 9100
calculators.

Analysisof X-rays
For example,the determinationof cardiacoutput and
ventricular volume has presentedthe cardiologistwith
several data reduction problems. An accurately measured quantity of an opaque (to x-rays) dye is rapidly
injected into the heart. A high speed (about 50 frames
per second)x-ray camerarecordsthe heart in various
statesof expansion(diastole)and contraction(systole).
One techniqueusedto determinethe ventricularvolume
is the length-areamethod. The ventricle is approximated by an ellipsoid of revolution.
The x-ray is digitized to determinethe area and the
length of the major axis. The mathematicalrelationship between length of the major axis and area gives
the length of the minor axis. The volume is easilycomputed by revolving the resulting eilipse through 180
degrees.The program calculatessystolic volume, diastolic volume, stroke volume, ejection fraction, and
heart musclemass.
PhotoAnalysis
Photographsincluding oscilloscopephotos may be
easily analyzed with the digitizer. The photograph is
placed directly on the digitizing surface.Calibration to
allow for photographicdistortion may be incorporated
into any program by digitizing the known distancebetween two points to obtain a scale factor. Since
the digitizer alwaysreadsthe X, Y coordinatesdirectly
in inches,the scale factor will be applied to all input
values.Additional scaling can also be used to plot on
any graph paper.

Contour Maps
Determine volumes of earth that must be moved for road
b u i l d i n go r s i t e p l a n n i n g
Scaling with PIot
Trace curve and plot to different scale
Changef rom logarithmicplot to linearor vice-versa
Coordinate Transtormalion
Scaling
Rotation
Translation

FourierAnalysis
A periodic signal can be defined mathematicallyby
the following equation. Becausethe waveform repeats
itself at regular intervals:
l(t):f(t{nT)

n:1,2,3...

where T is the time required for one complete cycle.
Periodic signalscan be rewritten as
@
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fft) cosf

dt
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u*t
b^:+f f(t)snffo,

(3)

to

Now, f(t) is sampledat discretevaluesof t over a complete cycle. The next task is to evaluatethe coefficients
an and b" by carrying out the integrationsof Eqs. 2
and 3.
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Fig.2. The time lunction (A) is digitized,and the trequencyspecttum(B) is the resulting
plot ot the Fourier analysis.Ploning the reconstructedl(t) trom the computed coetlicients givesan approximationof the originaltime tunction(C).

can be calculatedfrom contourmaps and surveyingdata
with the digitizer and calculator combination.
Preliminary cost and time studiesmay be performed
using the digstizer,plotter and extendedmemory. The
proposed roadway centerline is drawn on the contour
map as shown by the line AB in Fig. 3. The map scale
and contour interval, as well as the desired scale for
horizontal and vertical distanceto be plotted, are entered into the calculator by the operator. The digitizer
is then used to enter data at eachpoint where the centerline of the roadway crossesa contour line. This data
is scaledin the calculator and is used to plot the existing profile shownin Fig. 4. The proposedgradeis drawn
on the sameplot thus indicating the vertical distanceto
the existinggtound level in either cut or fill at any point
along the roadway.

studlesot most
F,9.3.Contourmapusedtor preliminary
may be ineconomicallrcewayrouteAB. Alternatives
crcwsintothelield.
withoutsending
surveying
vestigated
A Fourier seriesanalysisassociatedwith a time function may be performedwith the 9100A/B digitizer system to obtain up to 35 sine and cosinecoefficients.The
waveform in Fig. 2(A) is traced with the cursor to obtain the discretef(t) valuesfor given t values.The program computesthe coefficientsand plots the frequency
spectrum as shown in Fig. 2(B). The representative
Fourier seriesmay be expressedas Eq. 1. This function
is reconstructedand plotted, Fig. 2(C), usingthe derived
coefficients,and may be comparedto the original function.
ContourMapAnalysis
Highway road building and subdivisionlayout almost
alwaysinvolve moving volumesof earth. Earth volumes
15

Fig. 4. Protile section shows ateas ot cut and till. Successive sections are used to compute the volume of
eatth to be moved.

Stationsare taken at desiredintervals along the centerline and existing elevationsare recorded.Successive
are used to determinethe
end areas,or cross-sections,
total amount of cut and fill required.
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PARTIALSPECIFICATIONS
HP Model9107A
Digitizer
ACTIVE DlGlTlZll{G AREA: An area of 17x 17 Inchos (,131,8x431,8 mm)
RESOLUTIOII: 0.010 Inch (0,254 mm)
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MAXIMUM TRACTNG SPEED: 150 inchss (3810 mm) per second
RECORD MODES: Singlo (S) - Dlgitlzes one point at a time
Continuous (C) -Digitizes up to a mixlmum ot 110
points per second
LOCKOUT: Cursor may be lifted 0.040 inch (1,0 mm) above platen befor€
data lockout. Oata lockout is indlcated by an audlble tone ot approximately 0.75 second.
HOLD: Pressing the hold button locks In the coordinates of the lasi
digitizer position on the platen. These coordinates may become the
initial coordinates for a subsequent cursor position on the platen by
locating the cursor over the new coordinatgs and prsssing ths hold
button again. Coordinales digitized thereafter continu€ from lhs
locked-in coordinates.
COMPATIBILITY:
peripherals.

Operates with

all

HP 9100A/B

Calculators and

GRAPHIC MEDIA: Flat non-magnetlc matorlal less than 0.025 Inch
(0,64 mm) thick may be digitlzed without loss ol accuracy.
POWEF: 50-60 Hz, 75 Volt Amps, 115/230 Y, +10o/o
DIilENSIONS:
Electronics Package:
SVz inches high (139,7 mm)
1 7 i n c h e s w i d e ( 4 3 1 , 8m m )
'18Y2
inches deep (469,9 mm)
Platen:
22 inches deep (558,8 mm)
22 inches wide (558,8 mm)
2 inches high (50,8 mm)
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PRICE: 35900
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